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the 1994 Miss Lumbee Pageant.
To qualify as a pageant contestant,
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school graduate and be
age. a high
single, never married or cohabited
ana accessible to Pembroke as a home
base.
If you meet the criteria and are
interested in competing asa contestant,
please contact James Monroe Chavis
at (910) 521-8602. The deadline is
May 6. 1994
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If you've got a minute,

you've got enou^iAstime
UCB
to take our

Easy

Loan Test This is a great
time to get a loan at United
Carolina Bank. Car loans.
Home improvement and

Equity loans, fasonal loans.
Big ones, small ones.
Whichever loan you
want, we've made it easier
at UCB with our quick and
easy (Question quiz. Just
cake a minute, circle the ap¬
propriate answers, and add
up your score. While we
dorft make loans based on
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indication o! where you
stand before you walk in the
dooc For example, a score
\ of 15 or more means you'll ;
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qualify for a UCB
probably
loan. A lower score simply

means we'll work a little >
harder to try to you the
foe
answer

give

you're looking

So take a minute, take die
jest, then call or visit any
convenient UCB office.

2 Minutes,
Every
WfeMakeALoan.
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